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BLUSH AND MINT PHOTOGRAPHY



THE DETAILS

With the worldwide spread of Covid-19
our lives are forever changed. This is a
monumental turning point in the history
of the world and I believe that
Australian's and our current situation
deserves to be documented. So I am
starting the Doorstep Documentary
project. 
 
I will photography your family at your
front door from the road side. This will
then be turned into a blog post to
celebrate the power of a united front
and to show that life goes on despite
the new "normal".  To be involved you
must agree to have your images shared
publicly. I will create a password
protected gallery with all the images
from the project for participants to
download their free image. I may take
more than one image during my short
time there and you will have the option
to purchase additional images or prints
if you wish, but there is no obligation to
do so. You are welcome to just download
the one free image using a coupon code
I will give you. This is my gift to the
beautiful families who would like to
participate.

If you are happy to take part and have your image be part of the doorstep documentary
project please read the agreement below and reply saying that you agree and send me  
your street address. If you are successful I will contact you with a date. I will text
people when I am on my way and then again when I arrive so you know to come out
the front door. Please make sure If you have any dangerous pets that they are put away  
and that I have safe access to your home. If you have a large fence or gate in front of
the property please make sure this is open so I do not need to touch anything and can
take a photo from a distance. I look forward to seeing you (from a far) soon!



Blush and Mint Photography reserves the right to use the images for advertising,  display,
publication, blog posts and other purposes to generate business opportunities. Any client not
comfortable with the images being made public is not a good fit for this project. 

1.

 
 2. Agreeing to these terms means that the person responding has permission from those involved to
be included in the project and their likenesses photographed. 
 
3. Blush and Mint Photography retains the copyright of the images created. All images and raw files
remain the property of Blush and Mint Photography, this stops image theft and other photographers
being able to claim the work as their own. Participants will have access to the images to choose their
free download . All  images, whether free or payed for are for personal use and are not to be sold,
used for commercial reasons or political campaigns. 
 
4. For participating in the project you will receive one free digital download from the project to. You
are welcome to purchase additional images if available or organise prints. 
There is no obligation to purchase any additional images or prints if you do not wish to.
 

Please advise if you agree with the
below terms. 


